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Loss of nuclear pro–IL-16 facilitates cell cycle progression in human cutaneous T cell lymphoma

Clara Curiel-Lewandrowski, Hisato Yamasaki, Chuan Ping Si, Xiaoyi Jin, Yujun Zhang, Jillian Richmond, Marina Tuzova, Kevin Wilson, Beth Sullivan, David Jones, Nataliya Ryzhenko, Frederick Little, Thomas S. Kupper, David M. Center, and William W. Cruikshank


Citation for this retraction: J Clin Invest. 2014;124(11):5085. doi:10.1172/JCI79199.

The article “Loss of nuclear pro–IL-16 facilitates cell cycle progression in human cutaneous T cell lymphoma” is being retracted, with the agreement of the corresponding author. Several duplicated bands were recently identified in the immunoblot images in Figures 1 and 3, and the authors are unable to retrieve the original source files that were used to generate these data.

Erratum

Position Statement, Association of American Physicians
The imperative to invest in science has never been greater


Citation for this erratum: J Clin Invest. 2014;124(11):5085. doi:10.1172/JCI79469.

During the preparation of this manuscript, John M. Carethers’s name was inadvertently omitted from the author list. The correct author list is above. The author list has been corrected in the HTML and PDF versions of the paper.

The JCI regrets the error.

Corrigendum

Endothelial deficiency of L1 reduces tumor angiogenesis and promotes vessel normalization
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Giuseppe Viale’s name was inadvertently omitted from the first sentence of the Acknowledgments. The correct sentence is below.

We are grateful to Chiara Luise and Valentina Mattei for technical assistance; Monica Corada and Alicja Gruszka for technical advice; Tania Roskams and Giuseppe Viale for providing tissue samples; Giovanni Bertalot for helping with vessel counting; and Pier Paolo Di Fiore for his support.

The authors regret the error.